Background 4
Most high-throughput read aligners [1-5] perform the following three steps: seeding [6, 7] , seed processing (e.g. 33 chaining) [8, 9] and dynamic programming [10, 11] . A sequence used as target for alignments is called reference. 34
Reads aligned against such a reference are called queries. There are two techniques for seed computation: fixed-35 size seeding [12] and variable-size seeding [13, 14] . Fixed-size seeding is usually done via -mers or their space 36 efficient variant, , -minimizers, where -mer seeds are perfect matches of size between query and reference. 37
Given a window size , the set of , -minimizer seeds [3] is a space efficient subset of the set of -mer seeds. 38
Variable-size seeding relies on maximal exact matches (MEMs) or subsets of them. A MEM [6] is a perfect match 39 between query and reference that cannot be extended further in either direction. MEMs can be computed directly 40 via some form of full-text search index as e.g. the FM-index [13, 14] or the FMD-index [15] . There are two 41 subgroups within MEMs: SMEMs (super-maximal exact matches) [15] and maximal spanning seeds [2] . A 42 SMEM is a MEM that is not enclosed by another MEM on the query. A MEM is a maximal spanning seed if and 43 only if it comprises at least one query position that it is not covered by another longer MEM. This implies that a 44 maximal spanning seed is always a SMEM but not the contrary. 45
There exist proper subset relationships among variable-size seeding techniques as well as fixed-size seeding 46 techniques. Further, there is a mapping between both groups as presented in Fig 1. Alg. 1 (Section 2.4) implements 47 this mapping using a merge-extend strategy. The mapping is surjective, because for every MEM there is at least 48 one corresponding -mer seed. However, it is not injective, because several -mer seeds can map to the same 49 An aligner can only find the correct location of a read if there are seeds for this location. Therefore, the seeding 52 defines an upper bound for the maximal accuracy of an aligner. The mapping between -mer seeds and MEMs 53
( Fig. 1) shows an equivalence of fixed-size seeding and variable-size seeding with respect to such upper bound 54 considerations. 55
We present and analyze an efficient algorithmic bridge for computing variable-size seeds out of fixed-size seeds. 56
In contrast to previously proposed extend-purge strategies [16] [17] [18] [19] , we follow a merge-extend strategy that avoids 57 the creation of unnecessary MEM duplicates (Alg. 1, Section 2.4). The detailed differences are discussed in the 58 methods section and the superiority of our approach is shown in the results section. Further, we introduce two 59 seed filters for performantly extracting SMEMs (Alg. 2a, Section. 2.6) and maximal spanning seeds from MEMs 60 (Alg. 2b, Section. 2.6). Additionally, we introduce the notion seed entropy as the number of nucleotides that a 61 single seed contributes to an accurate alignment on average. In the results section, we show that SMEMs have a 62 higher seed entropy than MEMs and that maximal spanning seeds have the highest seed entropy among all three. 63
We investigate the impact of occurrence filtering techniques of state-of-the-art aligners with respect to the 64 mapping and hierarchies shown in Fig. 1 . Finally, we present use cases for our algorithmic approaches. 65 MEM. The grey MEM = ( , , ) is missing the first and last nucleotide in C), because the yellow and orange 3-mers are not part of the 2-72 step 3-mers. The black end sections of require extension for being discovered.
Materials and Methods

73
We first introduce our approach informally. Seeds can be visualized by drawing them as 45° lines in a plane that 74 is spanned by reference (x-axis) and query (y-axis). Fig. 2 shows an example for this kind of seed visualization. 75
A detailed description of this representation scheme of seeds can be found in [2] . If -mer seeds are visualized as 76 proposed, some of them overlap or touch one another. Such overlapping or touching seeds can be merged into one 77 single long seed. By performing all possible merges, we get the set of all MEMs. A major disadvantage of -mers 78 is the large size of the required hash-tables. For overcoming this problem, the concept of minimizers was 79 introduced in [20]. Our proposed approach delivers MEMs for minimizers as well if the endpoints of all merged 80 -mers are additionally extended. However, the length of this extension has a strict upper bound. Therefore, the 81 proposed technique delivers long seeds of high entropy out of -mers. The practical value of our technique is an 82 observed runtime superiority regarding index creation and seed computation over the FMD-index as well as a 83 reduction of the number of seeds compared to minimizers. 84
We now present the construction of MEMs out of minimizers. For this purpose, we first describe our technique 85 in the context of -mers with step size of one. Next, we extend the concept to -step -mers, before we finally 86
show that it is applicable for minimizers as well. 87
Definitions and Notations 88
Let Σ = {A, C, G, T} be the alphabet and let : = 0 1 … −1 ∈ Σ + be a non-empty word over Σ. A substring 89 +1 … −1 is denoted by [ , ) , while a character access to is denoted by [ ] . {( , [ , + 90 )): 0 ≤ ≤ | | − } is the set of all positioned -mer sequences over and is denoted by . Let , ∈ Σ + 91 be a reference and query sequence, respectively. A seed is a perfectly matching section between and , which 92 is represented as a triple ( , , ) with , ∈ ℕ 0 , where and are the starting positions on and , respectively. 93 denotes the length of the seed ( ∈ ℕ). Let = ( , , ) be such a seed. The -value of is defined as − . 94
Using 〈 〉, we denote the subpart [ , + ) of the reference that belongs to . Accordingly, 〈 〉 denotes 95 [ , + ). Hence, a seed describes the equivalence of 〈 〉 and 〈 〉. Page 5 of 19 min ( , ). Using , we set = − and = − . Further, let be the minimal value such that [ + ] ≠ 100
[ + ]. If there is no such value, then = min (| | − , | | − ). Using , we set = + . The above 101 definition can repeatedly create identical MEMs. We assume that the set is purged of such duplicates. 102
Given a reference , query , and their corresponding sets of -mer sequences and : Let ≔ { × } 103 be the cross product of all positioned -mer sequences on and . Each pair (( , ), ( , )) ∈ with 104 = defines a -mer seed ( , , ) . The set of all such seeds over and is denoted by ( , ). 105
We call two seeds overlapping if they have identical -values and overlapping or touching reference intervals. 106
Trivially, this implies that overlapping seeds have overlapping query intervals as well. Together, a set of 107 overlapping -mer seeds represents a larger region of equivalence between reference and query (see Fig. 2A ). 108
These larger regions correspond to the regions of equivalence described by the set of all MEMs. 109
Algorithmic Approaches -Getting variable-size seeds from fixed-size seeds 110
Algorithmically, we can perform seed overlapping as follows: First, for a reference and a query , we compute 111 ( , ) and store these seeds in an array . Then, we sort ascendingly according to the -values of all 112 seeds. Seeds of equal delta value are sub-sorted according to their query position. By doing so, we guarantee that 113 the sets of mutually overlapping -mers appear consecutively in . In an iteration over , we merge overlapping 114 -mer seeds. The time complexity of these operations is bounded by the sorting of . 115
If the proposed algorithmic approach is applied to a set of -mer seeds, it delivers a set of MEMs. Fig. 2A  116 visualizes an example for the computation of three MEMs out of six 3-mer seeds. In the following section, we 117 extend our approach towards minimizers. 118 119
Extension of Algorithmic Approach to -step -mers 120
We first introduce -step -mers. For a word and a given step-size , the set of all positioned -mer 121 sequences (x, W[x, x + k)) fulfilling mod = 0 is called -step -mer sequences over and is denoted by 122 . Alg. 1 implements our algorithmic approach in Pseudocode. 123
We store the -step -mer seeds ( , ) in the array . This altered seed set requires the following two 124 additions to our algorithm: (1) Adjacent -step -mers on a -line can be separated by a gap if > . We try to Page 6 of 19 close this gap via an extension process (lines 5 and 6). (2) The ends of a MEM are now not necessarily covered 126 by k-mers anymore (see Figure 2C ). By iterating diagonally and comparing query and reference for equality, we 127 maximally extend the seeds in (lines 12-16). 128 Algorithm 1. Computation of MEMs out of -mers. 129 130 Please note, if we omit the merge step (lines 1-11) and maximally extend all -mers (lines 12-16) immediately, 131 we obtain all MEMs but with the following two significant disadvantages: (1) In the case of a single large match 132 that corresponds to a chain of overlapping -mers, an immediate extension would extend all -mers to the 133 endpoints of . Therefore, the size of determines the amount of extensions required for each -mer of the 134 chain. (E.g. in Fig. 2A , the yellow, green, red and blue 3-mers would all be extended by 3 nt.) (2) A MEM 135 containing multiple -mers would be discovered multiple times. Therefore, we would need an additional purging 136 scheme for getting rid of duplicates. 137
The above two points matter in the context of the variants of Alg. 1 proposed in [16] [17] [18] [19] , which all extend -mers 138 before eliminating redundancy. We call their approach extend-purge strategy in contrast to the merge-extend 139 strategy of Alg. 1. 140
Formal Proof
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We now formally prove that our approach successfully retrieves all MEMs out of -step -mers. 142 Theorem 1. Let be a query, be a reference and = ( , , ) be a MEM over and . If ≥ + , then there 143 is at least one -mer seed covered by in ( , ) . 144
Proof. Let ′ = ( ′, ′, ) be the sub-seed of with ′ = + , ′ = + for the offset = − mod and 145 the -mer size . By showing that ′ is in ( , ), we prove the theorem. Let ( ′ , 〈 ′〉) and ( ′ , 〈 ′〉) 146 be two positioned -mer sequences. Trivially, ( ′ , 〈 ′〉) ∈ and ( ′ , 〈 ′〉) ∈ . We have to show that 147
, which immediately follows from ′ mod = 0. Finally, we have to show 〈 ′〉 = 〈 ′〉: Due 148 to , the words 〈 〉 and 〈 〉 on reference and query must be equal. Considering Therefore, represents the claimed chain. ∎ 157 Theorem 3. Let = ( , , ) be a MEM over and . In ( , ) , there exists at least one -mer ′ = 158 ( ′, ′, ) within nt from (i.e. + ≥ ′) and at least one -mer ′′ = ( ′′, ′′, ) within nt of + (i.e. 159 ′′ + + ≥ + ). 160
Proof. Theorem 1 immediately shows the existence of ′. The existence of the -mer ′′ can be proven by 161 following the steps of theorem 1 with the modification of choosing as − − ( + − ) mod . ∎ 162 Theorems 2 and 3 prove, that the maximal length that a seed is extended in Alg. 1 is nt. The following corollary 163 follows directly from Theorem 1 and 2: 164 Corollary 1. For a reference and a query and the -mer seed set ( , ), Alg 1. computes all MEMs 165 with a size ≥ + exactly once. 166
Extension to Minimizers and Extraction of SMEMs and Maximal Spanning Seeds 167
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The proposed algorithmic approach for -step -mers can be applied to minimizers with a window of , because 168 the distance between two adjacent ( , )-minimizers is always ≤ (as proven in [20] ). We now informally describe the approach of Alg. 2b. A detailed analysis is given in Supplementary Note 1. In 189 the central loop (lines 4-18), we visit all maximal spanning seeds exactly once via . In each iteration, we 190 distinguish between two situations: 191 (1) is within a set of seeds (Boolean condition in line 6 is true). We identify all maximal spanning 192 seeds (line 8-12) by building a heap according to the seeds' lengths (line 7) for all seeds overlapping 193 (line 5). If there are several maximal spanning seeds at , then they are all identified in the 194 while-loop (lines 11 and 12). Line 13 updates for the next iteration. This guarantees that no 195 maximal spanning seed is discovered twice or lost. 196
(2) is at the beginning of an area without seeds at all (Boolean condition in line 6 is false). In this case 197 we move to the first seed after this area (lines 14-16) or we return the computed set , because 198 there are no unprocessed seeds anymore (line 18). If is moved to the start of a seed, we continue 199 with case 1 in the next iteration. 3 Results
207
We now prove the practical value of the proposed merge-extent technique by comparing its runtime behavior with 208 the extend-purge strategy as well as FMD-index based seeding. Further, we introduce and discuss seed entropy. 209
Finally, we report about the effects of occurrence filtering in the context of seeding and present some practical 210 use cases of our approach. 211
Our benchmarking relies on simulated PacBio reads, where the error profiles are sampled from the HG002 GIAB 212 dataset [21] . The simulation scheme is described in Supplementary Note 2. In the diagrams, we compare the 213 behavior of seeding techniques for various error rates, where we start with perfect reads and increase the error rate 214 until we meet the error profile of a specific kind of sequences reads. An algorithmic description of the used extend-215 purge strategy that is in accordance with the approaches presented in [16] [17] [18] [19] , is given in Supplementary Note 3. 216
Because the superiority of the merge-extend strategy increases with increasing read length, our analysis focuses 217 on long reads. However, Supplementary Note 4 contains an analysis for Illumina reads as well. 218 
Time Evaluation
231
We now analyze the runtime behavior of seeding techniques as visualized in Fig. 3 . The claimed theoretical 232 superiority of our merge-extend strategy is reflected by the runtimes. The superiority becomes particularly well 233 visible for high quality reads. Due to the expected improvements regarding the quality of long reads, these 234 differences are of increasing relevance in practice. Further, the benchmarking shows that the FMD-index is not 235 well suited for the computation of MEMs. Here, the runtimes grow almost exponentially with increasing read 236 quality. For computing MEMs, we adopted the algorithm presented by Ohlebusch et al. [22] . 237 Alg. 2A and 2B) . Here, the runtimes of seeding correlate with the size of the computed seed sets. The more seeds 239 in a set, the longer it takes to compute it. With increasing read quality, the number of SMEMs and maximal 240 spanning seeds decreases while the number of MEMs and minimizers increases. Therefore, the direct computation 241 of SMEMs and maximal spanning seeds becomes faster with increasing read quality, while the extraction of these Page 12 of 19 seeds from a set of MEMs becomes slower. The FMD-index allows such a direct computation of seeds, while 243
Alg. 2a and Alg. 2b extract them from the set of MEMs. This explains the reciprocal behavior of the dashed and 244 solid curves in Fig. 3B . Thus, for SMEM and maximal spanning seed computation, the preferred algorithmic 245 approach depends on the quality of the reads. For continuous long PacBio reads (CLR), our measurements indicate 246 that Alg. 2a and Alg. 2b outperform the FMD-index. 247
Although the extraction of maximal spanning seeds (purple curve) requires an interval tree, a heap and an initial 248 sorting operation, it is only slightly slower than the SMEM filtering (pink curve). 
258
We now define the notion seed entropy and analyze its behavior: 259 Definition: Let be a read that originates from a reference interval . Let be a set of seeds for . The seed 260 entropy of for is the ratio /| | , where is the number of nucleotides in that are covered by seeds of and 261 | | is the size of the set . 262
The entropy expresses the number of nucleotides that a single seed contributes to an accurate alignment on 263 average. Expressed in other terms, the entropy is the ratio of correct data over incorrect data with respect to seeds.
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Within the interval , the seed entropy does not distinguish between seeds that contribute to an accurate alignment 265 and seeds that do not. We call contributing seeds correct and non-contributing seeds incorrect. Incorrect seeds can 266 erroneously increase the coverage . A more accurate definition of seed entropy could be established on the 267 foundation of correct seeds merely. However, Survivor [23], the read generator used here, does not deliver 268 sufficient information for identifying correct seeds in and so we have to rely on the proposed definition. Fig. 4  269 visualizes our entropy measurements for several seed sets using the various algorithmic approaches proposed here. 270
The environment used for benchmarking is described in Supplementary Note 2. 271
The curve for minimizers is always below the curve for MEMs (computed by Alg. 1). This can be explained as 272 follows: Combining seeds (Alg. 1, lines 1-11) reduces the number of seeds while maintaining the coverage. 273
Additionally, extending on both ends (Alg. 1, lines 12-16) increases the coverage while keeping the number of 274 seeds. Hence, Alg. 1 can only increase the seed entropy. Diagram 4B shows that the entropy for SMEMs is always 275 significantly higher than for MEMs. This confirms that SMEMs are a cleverly chosen subset of MEMs that is well 276 suitable for alignments. Maximal spanning seeds always have the highest entropy among all four seed sets. The 277 ratio entropy over runtime (Fig. 4C) indicates that the tradeoff between additional runtime and increased entropy 278 is in favor of Alg. 2a and Alg. 2b over MEMs and minimizers. 279 Our measurement express the entropy of a seed set and not its capability to allow accurate alignments. The 280 proposed algorithmic approaches can only deliver seeds that are discoverable via minimizers and nothing beyond. Alg. 2a that do not exist in the set of SMEMs (with ≥ 19) computed by the FMD-index. The blue curve displays the opposite information; 287 it shows all seeds (with ≥ 29) computed by the FMD-Index that do not appear in the seed set computed by Alg. 2a. The orange and purple 288 curves inform about the number of seeds shared by Alg. 2a and the FMD-index with ≥ 19 and ≥ 29, respectively. B) There is a MEM 289 covering the unique sequence CTCAGA on query and reference. Assuming, the occurrence threshold for minimizers is set to two, the four 290 colored 1,3-mers are purged. In this case, the MEM cannot be discovered by Alg. 2a. Using the FMD-index, this MEM is discovered 291 directlyand not purged by the occurrence filter, since it occurs only once. C) explains the generation of SMEMs that are false positives. The 292 purple SMEM cannot be discovered using the 3,4-mers, since no 3,4-mer is contained within the seed. However, the orange MEM can be 293 discovered using the orange 3,4-mer. Now, Alg. 2a will not delete this MEM, since it is not enclosed by any other seed.
294
Most aligners (e.g. Minimap 2 [3], MA [2], BWA-MEM [4]) use a filtering scheme in order to cope with repetitive 295 regions of the genome. Using a threshold, seeds of query intervals that show an excessive amount of occurrences 296 (i.e. a high ambiguity) on the reference are purged during seeding. However, minimizers and FMD-index apply 297 these filters on different stages of the seeding process. The FMD-Index filters after the completion of the extension 298 (using the size of the suffix-array intervals), while minimizers filter using the size of the hash-table buckets. In 299 Fig. 5 , we evaluate the effect of this difference in the context of the human genome. 300
In order to compare FMD-index based SMEMs with minimizer based SMEMs in practice, we rely on the 301 following filter settings: For computing minimizers, we use Minimap 2, where '-f' is set to zero and the '--min-302 occ-floor' threshold is set to 200. For the FMD-Index, MA's 'Maximal Ambiguity' parameter is set to 200. 303 Therefore, both seeding schemes drop seeds occurring more than 200 times on the reference. 304
Without filtering, the theoretical equivalence implies that the red and blue curves of Fig. 5A must constantly be 305 zero. The blue line, SMEMs found via the FMD-index merely, results from situations like the one depicted in Fig.  306 5B: There exist 19-mers that exceed the occurrence threshold while the respective maximally extended seed does 307 not. However, as shown in Supplementary Note 5, such seeds have a low entropy and so they are not expected to 308 contribute to an accurate alignment. 309
Further, there are SMEMs that are found via Alg. 2a but not via the FMD-index. These SMEMs are false positives 310 and their appearance is explained in Fig. 5C : Due to the absence of minimizers, a SMEM stays undiscovered. 311
Instead, the largest MEM inside the query interval of that SMEM appears as a false positive SMEM now. These 312 false positives have a very low entropy as shown in Supplementary Note 5. Please note, without filtering and for 313 ≥ + (for , -minimzers) such false positives vanish since the absence of minimizers becomes impossible. . Dynamic programming (DP) encounters issues recognizing the two structural variants shown above. However, both variants could 319 be discovered by reseeding in the DP area. A) shows a micro-translocation. DP can discover neither the green nor the orange seed due to their 320 out-of-band locations. Unbanded DP could discover one of both seeds merely, but never both. B) shows a micro-duplication. Neither banded 321 nor unbanded DP can discover the green seed. Instead, a pseudo insertion would be reported between the endpoints of the blue and purple 322 seed.
323
The hash tables used for minimizer seeding can be computed in short time by a single scan over the reference. 324
Therefore, minimizer indices are well suited as "single-use" indices for subsections of the human genome. We 325 now describe two application scenarios for single-use indices: 326
Scenario 1: For filling gaps between seeds, aligners often rely on Dynamic Programming [1-3, 12]. Technically, 327 it is common to start from one seed's endpoint and to find a path to the next seed's start point throughout the 328 matrix. There are structural variants that cannot be detected via such a path-oriented strategy. Examples of such 329 structural variants are micro duplications and micro translocations as e.g. shown in Fig. 6 . Dynamic programming 330 runs into trouble there. It cannot locate the green and orange matches, because they are positioned above and 331 below the band, respectively. Increasing the bandwidth is of limited use, since backtracking can only incorporate 332 one of both seeds into an alignment's path. Further, an index over the whole genome would also miss these seeds 333 due to their size. However, they can be discovered by computing a single-use index that spans the Dynamic 334 Programming area. 335 Scenario 2: Due to the repetitiveness of genome sections, the initial seeding of a read might deliver a candidate 336 region merely without precisely placing the read within such a region (e.g. a read of a tandem repeat). In this case, 337 a reseeding with smaller seeds in the candidate region can help acquiring a more accurate alignment. As in scenario 338 1, indices for minimizers allow such a reseeding in short time and enable the fast delivery of MEMs, SMEMs and 339 maximal spanning seeds via Alg. 1, Alg. 2a and 2b, respectively.
